ABSTRACT | A genome sequence assembly provides the foundation for studies of genotypic and phenotypic variation, genome structure, and evolution of the target organism. In the past four decades, there has been a surge of new sequencing technologies, and with these developments, computational scientists have developed new algorithms to improve genome assembly. Here we discuss the relationship between sequencing technology improvements and assembly algorithm development and how these are applied to extend and improve human and nonhuman genome assemblies.
I. IN T RODUC T ION
The current genomics revolution has been driven by high throughput, low-cost sequencing. It is currently not easy, cost effective, or feasible to perform de novo assembly of large numbers of big, complex genomes. De novo assembly is analogous to putting together a jigsaw puzzle where the image is a blue sky with few clouds. Many of the pieces look exactly the same, and the box lid is missing so there is no template. The general approach for genome analysis has been to expend resources to develop a reference genome assembly which is used to support population level genome analysis. An organism's genome is a physical object, and the reference genome assembly is a representation or a model of that object. Reference-based analysis strategies allow scientists to align sequencing reads (use algorithms to take the output from DNA sequencing and compare to the assembly) and call variants (differences in the DNA sequence output from the assembly) relative to the reference. These "resequencing" strategies allow users to analyze more genomes at lower costs. However, this approach is limited by many factors. Typically, only limited regions of the genome are reliably accessible to resequencing methods. Additionally, reference genome assemblies are constantly evolving and improving, which is important as resequencing-based analysis is dependent upon having a high-quality reference assembly; however, most data sets are not reanalyzed on updated references, due to time and cost. In this review, we discuss the close relationship between sequencing technology and assembly algorithms and how these are used to improve reference assemblies.
DNA sequencing technologies have advanced significantly over the past four decades; however, we are still only able to sequence small segments of a genome at a time. Sequence reads are sequences generated by a machine from a DNA fragment, and read lengths range from short [150-250 base pairs (bp); e.g., sequencing by synthesis from Illumina) to medium (800-900 bp; e.g., dye terminator sequencing from Sanger) to large (>15 kilobase pairs (kbp) average; e.g., single molecule sequencing from Pacific Biosciences, PacBio] which is sufficient for most resequencing studies. Table 1 presents a summary of sequencing technologies discussed in this review. For de novo assembly, limited read lengths means that large complex eukaryotic genomes (such as the approximately 3 gigabase pair human genome) must be reconstructed from fragmented DNA sequences. The advantage of this method, known as shotgun sequencing, is that the genome can be fragmented and sequenced in parallel. Each fragment is random and is probabilistically expected to overlap another fragment such that, in theory, the entire genome can be assembled by comparing the similarity of the overlapping sequences and pasting these together into increasingly larger, contiguous sequences called contigs.
The relationship between read length and the accuracy of assembly algorithms was statistically derived by Lander and Waterman in 1988 [1] . These equations estimate the size and number of genomic sequences that can be assembled from sequence reads based on read length, genome coverage, and the overlap between two reads that can be accurately detected by the assembly algorithm. Longer reads with more overlapping sequences are easier to assemble into larger contigs, while shorter reads are more difficult to assemble because there are often gaps between reads. For example, Alkan et al. [2] assessed multiple human genome assemblies and determined that de novo assemblies generated from short reads were significantly shorter than the human reference genome assembly (generated using a clone-based assembly approach from reads sequencing with Sanger-based technology) because of missing or collapsed repeat elements, sequences that are similar or identical to other sequences elsewhere in the genome. In a clone-based assembly, a set of large insert clones such as bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones (in which fragments of DNA are inserted into the bacterial vector that is approximately 100-200 kbp) are individually sequenced and assembled. On the other hand, short-read assemblies are created from sequencing a library of DNA fragments that are often smaller than many repetitive genomic elements and, therefore, these assemblies are often more fragmented.
Hence, the major challenge for de novo assembly results from repetitive sequences. For example, almost 50% of the human genome is characterized by repetitive elements such as tandem and interspersed repeats, and segmental duplications. Tandem repeats are sequence elements with two to many thousands of copies that are physically adjacent, such as telomeres and centromeres. Interspersed repeats can be short (100-300 bp, e.g., Alu repeats) or long (>300 bp, e.g., L1 repeats) repeats that are not physically next to each other. Segmental duplications can be either tandem or interspersed and are defined as repeats greater than 1 kbp with greater than 90% homology to one another [3] . Some organisms, such as plants, can have more than 80% repetitive content in their genomes from elements such as transposons, and some have even undergone whole genome duplications [4] , [5] .
The presence of repetitive elements can result in gaps and/or collapse of sequence information in the assembly (Fig. 1) , due to the fact that the algorithm cannot distinguish two identical or near-identical sequences. An assembly algorithm might resolve a repetitive element if its length is shorter than the read length; however, most repetitive elements do not meet this criterion when using standard short-read sequence lengths, and the cost of producing longread sequence lengths is too high for routine, large-scale projects. More often, the repeat-flanking sequences become misassembled or incorrectly gapped, and if the repeat is tandem, the assembler will likely collapse the actual number of repetitive elements into fewer copies.
Genome assemblies contain gaps where algorithms cannot assemble sequence. There are three types of assembly gaps that have been identified: depth of coverage gaps, repetitive element-associated gaps, and muted gaps (see [6] for a recent review of gap types). Depth of coverage gaps occur when there are no sequence reads covering a particular genomic region. Typically, these gaps can be manually corrected by using PCR-based enrichment and sequencing. Repetitive element-associated gaps are observed when assembly algorithms cannot properly disambiguate repetitive sequences. Muted gaps are defined as genomic regions that are contiguous in an assembly, but which lack sequence found in many individuals in the species. There are two major sources of muted gaps: errors in bacterial cloning (when generating BACs) that delete sequence from assembly source DNA, and population variation representing true structural polymorphisms in an organism's genome [7] .
In the following review, we will explore the strengths and weaknesses of various assembly algorithms as well as discuss how to evaluate and improve the quality of a genome assembly with a special focus on the human reference assembly. Finally, we will consider genome assembly techniques, challenges, and advances for nonhuman organisms.
II. A SSEMBLY A LGOR ITHMS
Starting with randomly sampled reads from the DNA, assembly algorithms aim to reconstruct the genomic sequence of an organism. As most vertebrate species are diploid (i.e., there exist two copies of each chromosome), an "optimal" assembler would generate two long strings for each chromosome; however, due to the fact that the two copies are highly similar to each other, algorithms historically reconstruct only one copy. This problem is even more pronounced in polyploid genomes where there are more than two copies of each chromosome [i.e., several plant genomes are tetraploid (four copies), hexaploid (six copies) or more]. Computationally, the assembly problem bears similarities to the shortest common superstring problem (SCS), which is known to be NP-complete [8] , and it was previously proven that the assembly problem is NP-hard by reduction from SCS [9] - [11] . Given a set of n strings { s 1 , s 2 , …, s n } , and a length value L , the decision version of the SCS problem asks whether there exists a superstring S that contains each s i ≤ 1 ≤ i ≤ n ) as a substring and |S | ≤ L . Genome assembly problem differs from the SCS as follows.
1) The shortest common superstring problem tries to minimize the length of the superstring, where the genome assembly problem tries to achieve a superstring of a given length (i.e., |S | ≅ L , where L is the genome size). 2) In mammals, approximately half of the genome is repeated, and plants have even more repetitive content, therefore two strings ( s i s j , where s i = s j and i ≠ j ) may be different substrings of the assembly. 3) Due to both sequencing errors and heterozygosity (where alleles at a genomic locus are different), a string s i may include several substitutions, insertions, and deletions when aligned to its respective location within the superstring. 4) A string (approximately half of the input strings) may be present in the superstring in reversed and complemented form due to the double-helix structure of DNA.
The computational complexity of optimally solving the genome assembly problem led to the development of various heuristics, or reduction of the assembly problem to other NP-complete problems such as Hamiltonian path or traveling salesman problem, and simplification through several assumptions in such a way that lends itself to approximate solutions. Briefly there are three paradigms for genome assembly: 1) greedy construction of contigs; 2) overlap-layout-consensus (OLC); and 3) de Bruijn graph assembly (also reviewed in [12] and Table 2 ).
Greedy contig construction methods such as TIGR [13] and phrap [14] , [15] start with computing prefix-suffix matches between all pairs of sequences. Next, they pick each sequence pair greedily, i.e., the two sequences with the "best" prefix-suffix match, as defined by match/alignment length and alignment sequence identity, are merged into a longer sequence. They then continue with the next pair showing the highest alignment score. Greedy assemblers may explicitly use graphs or a simple list as the main data structure to keep fragment overlaps. Note that some sequence pairs might be entirely identical, or one may subsume the other, which causes "collapsing" of such sequences in the final assembly. Therefore, greedy contig construction methods work well for genomes characterized by low or no repeat content (i.e., some bacterial and viral genomes), however, they produce substantially shortened assemblies for genomes with repeats.
OLC-based assemblers were first successfully used to assemble the genome of the fruit fly (D. melanogaster) [16] . Although they work best with low-error medium length (700-1000 bp) sequence reads generated using the now mostly abandoned Sanger technology, applications for long reads generated by PacBio or similar platforms also exist. As the name implies, OLC methods are composed of three main steps. First, the prefix-suffix overlapsof all pairs of reads are calculated. The overlap step also creates an overlap graph where nodes represent reads and there are directed edges between reads that have sufficient-length prefix-suffix matches. Some OLC algorithms may also represent the length and identity of the matches as edge weights. Depending on the graph construction, the layout step then approximately calculates either Hamiltonian path in unweighted directed graphs or traveling salesman path in directed graphs. Because of the oversampling of DNA (i.e., depth of coverage >1), several reads may be represented within the same section of the layout, and each read in the same section may be slightly different from each other due to different sequencing errors. Therefore, the last step (consensus) calculates multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of the overlapping reads to determine the consensus sequence. Note that MSA problem is also NP-hard [17] . Some of the most popular OLC-based assemblers are Celera [18] , PCAP [19] , ARACHNE [20] , and Phusion [21] .
Because of the increased difficulty of all pairs alignments with PacBio and Oxford Nanopore (ONP) data due to higher sequencing errors, the OLC-based assemblers for such data either apply: 1) a preassembly error correction using orthogonal data from low error platforms (PacbioToCA [22] ); 2) consensus calling through multiple sequence alignment (HGAP [23] and Nanocorrect [24] ); or 3) efficient filters to reduce computational burden of all pairs alignments (MHAP [25] ). Assembling high error reads is usually followed with postassembly error correction (or "polishing") using additional tools such as Quiver [23] or Nanopolish [24] .
A secondary class of OLC-based assemblers use string graphs [18] The assembly problem on string graphs is formulated as minimum cost network flow problem [26] . Examples of string graph based assemblers include SGA [27] that uses Illumina, and Falcon (https://github.com/ PacificBiosciences/falcon) that uses PacBio data. Recently, minimap and miniasm were developed to perform mapping and de novo assembly for PacBio SMRT and ONT reads without error correction [28] .
For short-read assembly, the best option involves a de Bruijn-graph-based assembler, where the data structures and the algorithms are tightly coupled with each other. de Bruijn graphs are k -dimensional directed graphs on m symbols, where edges represent a size k-1 overlaps between strings generated by an m -symbol alphabet. In genome assembly problem, m = 4 (i.e., Σ = { A, C, G, T} ) and k is the length of k -mers extracted from sequence reads. Theoretically, there can be 4 k nodes in a de Bruijn graph for genome assembly, although in practice, the genome length acts as an upper bound for node number. k is usually determined empirically by assembling the genome using different values, however, preassembly estimation is also possible by analyzing k -mer abundance in the raw sequence data [29] . As a preprocessing step, it is common to remove k -mers with very low frequency. de Bruijn-based assemblers represent each k -mer as a node and length k-1 overlaps as edges in the graph. Note that both in-and out-degrees of each node are at most 4, and all-pairs alignments are avoided by simply linking k -mers that are adjacent in any read during graph construction. Sequencing errors present themselves as either bubbles (i.e., two outgoing paths from a node are later merged on the same node) or tips (i.e., dead-end paths) in the graph, which are resolved using approaches that vary among different assemblers. Next, the assembler constructs the contigs by simply finding Eulerian paths [30] , [31] . Note that Eulerian path represents sequence since the graph construction also ensures all edges to represent a sequence of length k-1. The use of de Bruijn graphs for genome assembly was first proposed by Pevzner for sequencing by hybridization [32] . Later, with the development of capillary Sanger sequencing, Pevzner et al. [30] , [31] again formulated a novel de Bruijn-based genome assembly algorithm using these read data. EULER-SR [33] was the first algorithm to use de Bruijn graph assemblies on Illumina/Sanger hybrid data, which was followed with pure Illumina assembly by Velvet [34] , and incorporating mate-pair sequencing by EULER-USR [35] . Mate pairs are pairs of oppositely oriented sequence reads from a single fragment of DNA. Mate-pair libraries are generated with longer insert sizes (2-5 kbp). Paired ends are also pairs of reads from a single fragment of DNA; however standard paired end libraries are generally much smaller (200-500 bp) (see Fig. 2 ). Other popular de Bruijn-based assemblers include ALLPATHS-LG [36] , SOAPdenovo [37] , and Cortex [38] . Recently, paired de Bruijn graphs [39] and pathset graphs [40] were developed to directly represent mate-pair information within the assembly graph, as implemented by the SPAdes assembler [41] . The computational burden of genome assembly also spearheaded development of distributed approaches such as ABySS [42] , Ray [43] , and Meraculous [44] use message passing interface (MPI) in commodity clusters, and more lately, HipMer [45] Unified Parallel C in extreme scale supercomputers.
Although there are several tools that use OLC or string graphs to assemble reads generated with the single molecule read technologies (i.e., PacBio, ONP) as outlined above, their relatively higher cost for data generation also prompted the development of hybrid assembly algorithms. These algorithms can either simultaneously use data generated using multiple platforms (Cerulean [46] , hybridSPAdes [47] ), or make use of the data from different platforms one by one, in a hierarchical fashion (Ray [43] ). Such methods may use either of the assembly strategies outlined above, and some employ several of these techniques to obtain a draft assembly. The SPAdes package also includes additional algorithms (truSPAdes [48] ) that use "long virtual reads" generated with the Illumina TruSeq long-read technology. The assembly algorithms first generate contiguous strings of DNA (contigs) that contain no gaps. Typically, depending on the genome, read, and fragment lengths, the initial assembly comprises thousands to hundreds of thousands, and in some cases, millions of contigs. These contigs are later ordered and oriented with respect to one another through a postprocessing step called scaffolding. The scaffolders typically use paired-end, mate-pair, or long-read information to "link" contigs to form longer scaffolds. While many of the assembly tools have built-in scaffolders, there are also standalone scaffolding algorithms, such as SSPACE [49] , SCARPA [50] , BESST [51] , and OPERA [52] . A more recent tool, LINKS [53] , can use ONP reads to build scaffolds. Some scaffolding algorithms use external data sources (i.e., data other than the original input sequences), such as optical mapping (Hybrid Scaffold [54] ), or RNA-seq data (RNAPATH [55] , [56] ). Finally, the gaps between contigs within scaffolds are filled in using either built-in (e.g., SOAPdenovo Gap Closer [57] ) or standalone (e.g., Sealer [58] ) gap closing algorithms.
III. A SSESSING A SSEMBLY QUA L I T Y
Genome assembly is computationally complex, and the output is typically a haploid representation of the diploid genome, reconstructed from the given reads. For this reason, it is essential to assess the quality of an assembly by examining errors at both the single nucleotide level as well as at the level of a potential large-scale misassembly. Statistics that assess assembly contiguity include N50, L50, and NG50 lengths (see Table 3 ) [59] , [60] . Mate-pair information and depth of coverage are additional metrics that can indicate assembly errors. The known distribution of distances between the two pairs and their orientation can be used to validate assembly quality. Mate pairs can also be used to resolve repeats during the assembly process (see Fig. 2 ). Based on mate-pair library construction techniques, we can expect their insert size, as well as order and orientation, to be consistent across the genome. When any of these intrinsic assembly measures are inconsistent, tools such as AMOSvalidate [61] , Tool for Analyzing mate pairs in Assembly (TAMPA) [62] and Recognition of Errors in Assemblies using Paired Reads (REAPR) [63] are recommended for flagging misassembled regions for manual review. For example, excess depth of coverage in a region can be indicative of erroneously collapsed repetitive elements. Likewise, an overabundance of mismatches in overlapping sequence reads comprising a contig is a common hallmark of assembly error. Yet, these error detection tools often have high false positive rates that can be attributed to inaccuracy and noisiness in experimental protocols that can lead to nonrandom coverage across the genome and mispaired reads [61] .
Independent data from complementary technologies can also be used for assessing and improving assemblies. It is often helpful to evaluate assemblies with sequence that did not contribute to the assembly, especially if such sequence has been generated with a different sequencing technology. These sequences provide an autonomous measure for evaluation of potential sequence or assembly error [64] . Additionally, whole genome or optical mapping is a high-resolution single molecule technique for resolving assembly errors and improving assembly statistics. In brief, single molecules of high molecular weight DNA are elongated and passed through nanochannels while being nicked or cut at known restriction fragment length polymorphism sites and labeled with fluorescent markers [65] . These molecules are then stained, imaged, and measured in real time without any cloning, amplification, or hybridization steps. The resulting restriction maps are assembled into a whole genome consensus restriction map. This provides long-range (several hundred thousand base pairs or greater) genomic information, but at the costs of a higher base error rate and lower sequence resolution. For these reasons, whole-genome mapping is currently best used to complement other assembly approaches [66] . For example, we used a BioNano (http://www.bionanogenomics.com/) genomic map in conjunction with PacBio long-read data to improve a human assembly where the contig N50 length increased from 13.46 to 20.79 Mbp (Fig. 3 and Table 4 ).
The choice of assembly algorithm can also impact assembly quality and contiguity. Two major efforts to evaluate and benchmark assembly software were the Assemblathon [60] , [67] and Genome Assembly Gold-Standard Evaluation (GAGE) [68] . The Assemblathon 1 used simulated genome reads to test the performance of various assembly algorithms, while the Assemblathon 2 used real sequence data, generated by a variety of technologies, from three different vertebrate species' genomes. Software developers submitted assemblies that were then scored based on contiguity, completeness, and accuracy. The GAGE competition used Illumina read-based assemblies to assess four different algorithms. Both efforts highlighted how different pipelines and protocols produced variable assemblies. Whereas GAGE concluded that input data quality was the most important factor in assembly quality, the Assemblathon posited that each data set should be assembled using multiple algorithms due to the lack of an optimal assembly pipeline. No single pipeline produced an assembly that excelled at all metrics assessed.
Quality control of assemblies can be achieved by comparing two assemblies using assembly-assembly alignment software, such as the BLAST-based algorithm developed at NCBI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/tools/remap) [69] . For example, a human assembly can be aligned to the human reference genome assembly and the proportion of the reference coverage can be calculated to indicate the input assembly's quality. NCBI defines the alignments from its assembly comparison process as either first pass or second pass. First pass alignments essentially embody reciprocal unique alignments between the query and target assemblies. The first pass alignments represent the output of an alignment merge and clean-up algorithm in which BLAST results are processed to identify genomic regions containing components common to both assemblies, that are then merged into a common component set, defined as the longest, most consistent stretches of sequences generated from alignment. Redundant alignments are removed and conflicting alignments are evaluated in the second pass. Second pass alignments are defined for large (>1 kbp) regions that have no conflicting alignments in the first pass. Query loci in second pass alignments can map to multiple locations in the target assembly. The second pass often helps resolve duplicated sequences that have been expanded or collapsed in the query assembly relative to the target when the reference assembly is the target assembly. Alternatively, QUAST [70] or ALE [71] can be used for assembly quality assessment which calculates several metrics of a given assembly with or without a "guide" reference genome. QUAST and ALE are best used for microbial genome assemblies in their current implementation and are not ideal for large eukaryotic genomes. Similar tools such as LAP [72] and CGAL [73] demonstrate support for eukaryotic genomes. All of these tools are based upon the idea that the assembly must be consistent with the data generation process first introduced by Myers in 1995 [74] .
Another method for assessing assembly quality is to assess gene content by aligning within-species or closely related RefSeq transcripts to the assembly. The Reference Sequence (RefSeq) collection is a comprehensive, nonredundant set of sequences that are annotated and curated by NCBI [75] - [77] . They include genomic DNA, transcripts, and proteins. By comparing alignments of these data to various assemblies from the same or related species, it is possible to calculate the percentage of genes represented within an assembly [78] . Data concerning the number of transcripts that are complete versus those that are split, or those where the alignment is low quality serve as a proxy for assessing assembly continuity and correctness. Analyses of frameshifts, which are disruptions to transcript reading frames that are expected to alter protein function, in such alignments can also be used to assess assembly quality [79] .
I V. H UM A N R EFER ENCE A SSEMBLY
In 2001, the Human Genome Project (HGP) [80] released a draft sequence of the human genome, an achievement hailed as a turning point in human genetics. In a parallel effort, the private company Celera used whole genome shotgun methods with Sanger-based sequencing technology to produce an additional human genome assembly [81] . Representing 90% of euchromatic sequence, the HGP draft assembly was superseded in 2004 by the "finished" human reference assembly, representing 99% of the euchromatic sequence, and accurate to an error rate of 1 in 100 000 [82] . Ongoing curation by the Genome Reference Consortium (GRC; https://www.genomereference.org) continues to improve the reference by resolving remaining issues such as gaps or misassemblies, and adding new sequence representations that capture human population diversity. The human reference genome represents the highest quality mammalian genome ever assembled, due in part to the sequencing and assembly approaches that were used.
In contrast to the whole genome shotgun (WGS) assembly approach that is used for most assemblies derived from next generation sequencing reads, the human reference assembly was constructed using a clone/mapbased approach, using Sanger-sequenced genomic clones (see description of clone-based assemblies above). Relative clone order and a minimal tiling path were determined by a combination of genetic, radiation hybrid (RH), fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) maps [83] and fingerprint maps [84] . Selected clones from the tiling path were then fragmented, subcloned, and shotgun sequenced. These fragments were then shotgun assembled to recreate the consensus sequence of each clone using software called phrap [14] . Clones were manually finished with polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to close gaps resulting from the shotgun approach. The genome sequence was then assembled by aligning overlapping clones to create a minimal tiling path of nonredundant sequence.
Notably, the clone-based assembly approach differs from the WGS approach because it reduces the de novo assembly problem from a whole-genome level to a local, clone-based one [85] , [86] . As a result, clone-based assemblies have substantially longer N50s and fewer gaps than WGS assemblies sequenced with corresponding methods and generally exhibit less collapse of repetitive or segmentally duplicated sequence than WGS assemblies [2] , [7] . In contrast to WGS assemblies, which typically provide a consensus haploid representation for diploid genomes, clone-based assemblies create a mosaic representation, with clone-boundaries serving as potential haplotype boundaries. A haplotype block is a set of linked markers on a chromosome that are inherited together. Furthermore, haplotype blocks are generally longer than those found in WGS assemblies, as each clone represents a single haplotype, and variations in clone overlaps can be used to identify and assemble a path of clones representing the same haplotype. However, it should be noted that a small number of genomic regions are recalcitrant to cloning and result in sequence gaps that must be resolved by complementary assembly approaches. In addition, when clone sequences used for assembly represent highly divergent haplotypes, such as those associated with polymorphic structural variants, it can lead to assembly errors and creation of mixed haplotypes not observed in the population [87] , [88] . Despite the high quality of assembly that can be achieved with the clone-based approach, this technique has nonetheless generally been abandoned in favor of the WGS approach, due to the high costs associated with cloning, sequencing, and mapping, as well as improvements in WGS assembly quality due to the availability of long reads and updated algorithms.
It should be emphasized that because current technologies do not permit sequencing of entire chromosomes, all assemblies, clone based or WGS, are genome models, not actual genomes. Although a haploid chromosome can be represented as a linear chromosome sequence, the assembly of such a chromosome from diploid source DNA can be confounded in regions of significant haplotypic diversity. This is further compounded in the human reference genome, which is derived from DNA representing many diploid individuals [80] . The linear haploid chromosome model initially used by the HGP for the human reference genome assembly did not have a robust mechanism for representing the diversity of such regions. As noted previously, the coplacement of divergent haplotypes in a single linear sequence can lead to sequence representations not found in individuals or, if sufficiently divergent, assembly gaps [87] - [90] . An assembly model developed by the GRC improved the representation of divergent regions in the human reference genome. Retaining the linear chromosomes and unlocalized and unplaced scaffolds (sequences that cannot be localized to specific chromosome regions or chromosomes, respectively) of the original model, it introduced the concept of alternate loci scaffolds [91] . These scaffold sequences permit the representation of structurally complex regions as multiple independent sequence paths within the assembly. However, these alternate paths can be given chromosome context by virtue of their alignment to the corresponding chromosome path. This model is used for the current human and mouse reference genome assemblies (Fig. 4) .
In addition to providing a mechanism for improved representation of complex assembly regions, the alternate loci permit the reference assembly to include multiple sequence representation for any region. As a result, this assembly model supports the representation of population diversity and assemblies using this model cannot be considered haploid genome representations. The current major release of the human reference genome assembly, GRCh38 (GCA_000001405.15), contains 261 alternate loci scaffold sequences representing 178 nonoverlapping genomic regions containing over 150 genes not on the primary assembly (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/all/GCA_ 000001405. 15_GRCh38) [92] .
The human reference genome assembly is unusual among genome assemblies, in that it is the subject of ongoing curation efforts. This work is performed by the GRC, which also curates the mouse, chicken, and zebrafish reference assemblies. Improvements found in GRCh38 can be broadly categorized as sequence additions, sequence corrections, and tiling path updates to chromosomes and increased representation of diversity in the form of new alternate loci. Various assembly resources and techniques were involved in implementing these changes [93] . Paired-end mapping of large insert genomic clones to the reference was used to identify inversions, sequences that extend into or span assembly gaps, misassemblies and regions that are candidates for alternate sequence representation [94] . Clones mapping to regions of interest were sequenced in entirety, and added to chromosomes or alternate loci scaffolds.
Clones from a BAC library derived from an essentially haploid hydatidiform mole DNA source, CHM1 [65] , [95] , played an important role in the detection and resolution of several reference assembly errors in the latest assembly update. A hydatidiform mole is an aberrant form of pregnancy where an enucleated egg is fertilized with a sperm, the sperm DNA doubles, and the cells grow unchecked. This tissue material is valuable as it contains only paternal germline DNA and is a haploid representation of the human genome. Having only one haplotype (as opposed to two for a diploid human genome) makes assembly through repetitive regions and complex structural architecture much easier. In addition to their use in the paired-end mapping analyses, CHM1 BAC clones were used to generate single haplotype assemblies of regions previously misassembled due to haplotype mixing from multiple DNA sources such as the immunoglobulin heavy chain variable locus [96] . These local assemblies were then integrated into the GRCh38 assembly. Other CHM1 BAC paths were added as alternate loci scaffolds to represent additional variation in the assembly.
GRCh38 is considered an improvement over prior reference assembly versions by various metrics [93] . Contig and scaffold N50s both increased, as did the ungapped sequence length and the count of unspanned gaps (https://www.ncbi. nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000001405.13, https://www.ncbi. nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCF_000001405.26). Furthermore, the current assembly exhibits improved annotation statistics, when compared to GRCh37 (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/ annotation_euk/ Homo_sapiens/106/, https://www.ncbi.nlm. nih.gov/genome/ annotation_euk/Homo_sapiens/105/). Specifically, there is an increase in the number of annotated genes, and a decrease in genes whose annotation is interrupted by assembly gaps (split genes) or low consensus coding sequence (CDS) coverage. GRC efforts to improve the human reference assembly are ongoing. The human reference assembly is assigned a unique, versioned assembly accession by GenBank, an INSDC database (GRCh38: GCA_000001405.1). Sequence updates to the assembly increment the accession version and all changes are tracked in the NCBI assembly database [97] . In addition to the assembly accession, every assembly sequence has its own versioned accession, which also increments when there are sequence changes.
In addition to major assembly releases, in which chromosomes and/or other sequences in the primary assembly unit are updated, the GRC assembly model supports minor releases, known as patch releases, that provide users with timely access to assembly updates without disruption to chromosome coordinates [91] . Patch releases include sequence corrections (fix patches) and new sequence representations (novel patches). The former prefigure chromosome updates in the next major assembly release, while the latter are operationally equivalent to alternate loci scaffolds. Patch releases increment the assembly accession version, but not chromosome accession versions, because the patches exist as scaffolds and do not create changes to chromosome sequences or coordinates. In a major release, fix patch scaffolds are incorporated into chromosomes, novel patch scaffolds are redefined as alternate loci, and both assembly and sequence accession versions are updated. Patch releases of the human reference assembly occur regularly, to provide rapid access to sequence updates, while major assembly releases occur infrequently in order to minimize reassignment of annotations to new sequence coordinates.
V. NONH UM A N GENOME A SSEMBLY
The number of nonhuman eukaryotic draft quality assemblies generated from short (100 bp) Illumina reads has grown tremendously over the last decade, and numerous laboratories around the world have made substantial progress in both creating and improving whole genome reference assemblies from these billions of short sequences. Creating the first draft assemblies of nonhuman species with next-generation sequencing technology enabled researchers to begin initial genomic analyses while balancing budgetary constraints associated with genome assembly. In cases where whole genome models (reference assemblies) were unavailable, these draft assemblies were typically generated de novo using a variety of de Bruijn-graph-based assembly algorithms. Laboratories with expertise in genome assembly have routinely produced genome assemblies using this algorithm for protists, birds, fish, mammals, insects, and more. The most popular assembly algorithms, ALLPATHS-LG and SOAPdenovo2, dictate ~100 × total sequence coverage of tiered insert length paired or overlapping sequences [36] , [57] .
Upon completing a nonhuman genome assembly, a primary goal is to annotate for gene content, while also improving the accuracy of the sequence assembly as a byproduct of transcriptome sequence data. Following these steps, downstream genetic experiments typically commence in order to dissect phenotypes that oftentimes have implications for human disease. Usually, with the type of assembly described above, the contig lengths will be sufficient for gene predictions and postassembly alignment-based analysis. However, many partial gene models may remain and often can thwart further analysis, i.e., orthology.
Furthermore, it is clear that the limited contiguities of most initial draft assemblies are not entirely sufficient for detailed genetic investigations of the molecular signatures of selection or for modeling putative disease causing alleles. Moreover, while the diversity of species with genome assemblies generated for the purpose of further experimentation rapidly grows, more complete representations of nonhuman draft assemblies remain woefully behind. Nonetheless investigators can still use incomplete genome draft assemblies to add critical knowledge to our growing understanding of biological systems. As a result of this preliminary success, there is a growing broader interest in raising the assembly quality standards for several of the more heavily used nonhuman genome models. This interest, in turn, has compelled a renewed emphasis on assembly quality across all levels of biology.
At the same time, many propose to instantiate better nonhuman genome assemblies by taking advantage of new sequencing and assembly developments by transitioning to the use of long, single-molecule sequences, specifically PacBio technology, combined with high-resolution optical maps that can accurately resolve the majority of gross assembly errors, with the hope of obtaining near-complete copies of chromosomes [25] , [98] . Such technologies can dramatically change the outcome of nonhuman genome assembly projects by capturing large swaths of sequence with fewer gaps, albeit at higher cost. Although quality metrics for some of the first assemblies derived from updated technologies and algorithms are encouraging for relatively higher measures of contiguity, many still require improved sequence representation, especially in regions with base-composition bias. As part of a recent proposal to improve genome assemblies for a group of taxa that serve as aquatic models for human diseases, the most current draft assemblies for the species targeted for improvement displayed a range of missing bases that was conservatively estimated to total 1 Gb each. An additional 2%-5% of the estimated genome size was either not sequenced or assembled outside of scaffolds, within gaps or unplaced regions.
Recent commentaries address these issues surrounding de novo assembly [99] , [100] , and previous efforts to close gaps in these particular assemblies, as expected, revealed that many assembly gaps were in regions containing structurally variant alleles, simple tandem arrayed repeats, and high GC content.
V I. F U T U R E DIR EC TIONS
Most reference genome assemblies are represented as a linear sequence, but it is clear that a simple assembly model of a single haploid representation is insufficient for modeling most populations given the nature and extent of genetic variation. Ultimately, taking multiple genomes from the same (or closely related) species and constructing a "pan genome" that comprehensively catalogs all variation in a given population would be ideal. Unfortunately, most existing sequence analysis tools still expect a haploid assembly and cannot accurately handle a multi-allelic reference [101] . An optimal reference assembly should be represented by a graph in which shared sequences are depicted by nodes while population and individual specific sequences are depicted by edges and branch points in the graph (Fig. 5) . Recently, various groups have proposed graph structures for representing the human reference assembly [91] , [102] to account for the vast amount of diversity present in the human population. Additionally, Iqbal et al. [38] proposed the de Bruijn graph for pan genome analysis, and Marcus et al. [103] developed a novel algorithm, splitMEM, for constructing a compressed de Bruijn graph (where the nodes and edges are compressed whenever the path between nodes is nonbranching) from a generalized suffix tree of input genomes. The algorithm decomposes the minimal exact matches (MEMs) from the suffix tree and extracts overlapping components to compute the nodes.
Novel technologies that leverage short-read sequencing to improve assembly contiguity have recently emerged in the field of genome assembly. Although traditional short-read sequences have many limitations for genome assembly, they have been used to resolve the 3-D structure of chromosomes in living cells using methods like Hi-C [104] and chromatin capture [105] , [106] . DNA segments that are physically in close proximity are likely to be ligated and thus sequenced together as pairs, and the long-range information is used to assist in scaffolding and haplotype phasing [107] . A novel method that does not rely on living cells, called Chicago (Cell-free Hi-C for Assembly and Genome Organization) was developed by Dovetail Genomics [108] . This method uses reconstituted chromatin to connect DNA segments up to several hundred kilobases and the data can be used for both genome assembly as well as haplotype phasing and identification of structural variants.
New technologies also have the potential to increase sequence read lengths. DNA sequencing with nanopores was proposed nearly 20 years ago [109] , and nanopore sequencing recently gained traction in the realm of genome assembly. This advance was largely contributed by the development of the MinION from Oxford Nanopore, a USB memory stick sized nanopore sequencer that can sequence long stretches of DNA from a single molecule in minutes. It has been used to successfully and rapidly assemble bacterial genomes [24] as well for detecting a hospital outbreak of Salmonella enterica in real time [110] . While the technology is promising, there are still limitations with respect to base quality and translational applications using more complex eukaryotic genomes. 
